Roaring Good Dinosaur Books!
A listing of books for the young dinosaur enthusiast!
Adler, David. Bones and the Dinosaur Mystery. Young detective Jeffery Bones investigates the disappearance
of the plastic dinosaur purchased in a museum gift shop. jREADER ADL
Barton, Byron. Bones, Bones, Dinosaur Bones. A team looks for, find, and assembles some dinosaur bones.
jPICT BK BAR
Bourgeois, Paulette. Franklin’s Class Trip. Once he realizes that the dinosaurs in the museum are not alive,
Franklin is able to enjoy his class visit there. jPICT BK BOU
Brown, Laurene Krasney. Rex and Lily Playtime (series). Dinosaur siblings Rex and Lily play at various
activities. jREADER BRO
Cryus, Kurt. Tadpole Rex. A tiny primordial tadpole grows into a frog, feeling just as strong and powerful as
the huge Tyrannosaurs Rex that stomps through the mud. jPICT BK CRY
Grambling, Lois G. Can I Have a Stegosaurus, Mom? Can I? Please? A child describes all the possible
advantages of having a stegosaurus for a pet. jPICT BK GRA
Gurney, John. Dinosaur Train. Jesse gets to go on adventurous ride on a train with dinosaurs. jPICT BK GUR
Hapka, Cathy. The Lonely Dinosaur. Chomper feels left out because he is the only Sharptooth, but his friends
show him that he will always be one of them. jREADER HAP
Hennessy, B. G. Meet Dinah Dinosaur. This fun tale presents the adventures of a playful dinosaur named Dinah.
jREADY READERS HEN
Hoff, Syd. Danny and the Dinosaur (series). A little boy is surprised and pleased when one of the dinosaurs
from the museum agrees to play with him. jREADER HOF
Lucas, Sally. Dancing Dinos. Dinosaurs dance out of the book that a boy is reading and head for mischief.
jREADY READERS LUC
McClatchy, Lisa. Eloise and the Dinosaurs. Phillip takes Eloise to the museum of natural history to learn about
dinosaurs. jREADY READERS MCC
McMullan, Kate & Jim McMullan. I’m Bad. A hungry Tyrannosaurus Rex searches for food in the prehistoric
forest but is thwarted in its attempts to find something to eat. jPICT BK MCM
Moncure, Jane Belk. Word Bird’s Dinosaur Days. Word Bird becomes acquainted with dinosaurs on a class trip
to the museum. jREADER MON
Most, Bernard. ABC T-Rex. A young T-Rex loves his ABC’s so much that he eats them all up, experiencing a
word that begins with the corresponding letter. jPICT BK MOS
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Most, Bernard. Catch Me If You Can. When a little dinosaur plays a game with the biggest dinosaur of them all,
she is not scared because he is her grandpa. jREADY READERS MOS
Orme, David. Dinosaur Planet. Tom and Kate take an imaginary trip to a plant full of dinosaurs. jREADER
ORM
Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. Tiffany Dino Works Out. Unhappy with her size, Tiffany Dino tries a variety of
activities with her friends in order to lose weight. jPICT BK SHA
Steinberg, Laya. Thesaurus Rex. Thesaurus Rex is a playful young dinosaur with a way with words. He
especially likes trying out synonyms as he plays all day! jPICT BK STE
Strickland, Paul. Dinosaur Roar! Rhyming text presents all kinds of dinosaurs, including ones that are sweet,
grumpy, spiky, or lumpy. jPICT BK STR
Willems, Mo. Edwina, the Dinosaur Who Didn’t Know She Was Extinct. Everyone in town loves Edwina,
except for one little boy who is determined to prove to everyone, including Edwina, that dinosaurs are extinct.
jPICT BK WIL
Yolen, Jane. How Do Dinosaurs Say Good Night? Mother and child ponder the different ways a dinosaur can
say good night, from slamming his tail to pouting to giving gigantic hugs and kisses! jPICT BK YOL
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